Daytime latch – the trick with the click
Incredibly simple – simply ingenious
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Winkhaus Security Door Locking Systems

Winkhaus TaFa daytime latch –
Opening doors easily
Thanks to the innovative TaFa daytime latch from Winkhaus

Universal component

the transit function on the door can be used with only one

-

click. In this way it is possible to open the door from the outside without needing a key.

For all Winkhaus standard latch-deadbolt FRA keeps
or keep rails with and without an FAB latch ramp

-

Works purely mechanically and can therefore be mounted
without time-consuming wiring

-

If used in standard locking systems (not autoLock AV3)
it can be used right / left

The clever Winkhaus solution – the TaFa daytime latch

Variants
a) Daytime latch for standard doors
STV-TAGESFALLE 9/91 TAFA FA LS		

5006562

+ Easily retrofittable

STV-TAGESFALLE 9/91 TAFA FA RS		

5006561

+ Suitable for use in conventional mortice locks, multi-point

STV-TAGESFALLE 10/9 TAFA FA LS		

5006564

STV-TAGESFALLE 10/9 TAFA FA RS		

5006563

locking systems and the automatic AV3 lockig system
(cannot be used in other automatic locking systems)
+ Quick assembly without needing any wiring

b) Daytime latch with “reinforced spring” for heavy-duty

+ Simple to use – with just a flick of the finger

doors (in case of increased wind loads or pressure)

+ Convenient and inexpensive

STV-TAGESFALLE 9/91 TAFA FA STARK LS		

5015108

STV-TAGESFALLE 9/91 TAFA FA STARK RS		

5015109

STV-TAGESFALLE 10/9 TAFA FA STARK LS		

5015110

STV-TAGESFALLE 10/9 TAFA FA STARK RS		

5015111

The Winkhaus TaFa daytime latch can be used with the modern automatic locking systems autoLock AV3 and blueMatic
EAV3 as well as with conventional locking systems. In all locking

c) Latch plate (accessory / spare part)

systems it works like an electric door strike which is set to the

STV-EINSATZW. A-9/91 TAFA FA MC		

daytime function. The day mode is mechanically enabled or

(standard)

disabled via the blue lever with only one hand. In this way the

STV-EINSATZW. A-10/9 TAFA FA MC		

latch is only held by the retractable daytime latch allowing you

(less pressure)

5011393
5011392

to push open the door sash at any time, without requiring a key.
The Winkhaus daytime latch is therefore a simple and low-cost
alternative to traditional electric door openers which are very
frequently used only to take advantage of the mechanical day
function whereas the electric option is rarely used.
This function, often encountered in doors open to the public (such as shop doors), can also prove valuable for private
homes, for example in order to load and unload a car that is
parked in front of the house.

Main dimensions
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